
InACan's Dodge-Balloon
Dodge-balloon is a game where players throw water balloons at each other 

while dodging incoming balloons. The game can be played with various rules, 
but in this variation, the players must stay within a marked boundary, and if they 
step outside, they must take a drink. Dodgeballoon is a fun and exciting variation 

of the classic game. With these rules and instructions, players can enjoy a 
competitive and entertaining game.

Gather a group of players and 
mark a boundary within which 

the game will be played.

The game starts with the 
designated hitter throwing a 

water balloon at a player. The 
target player must try to 

dodge the incoming balloon 
while staying within the 

marked boundary.

Fill up water balloons and 
distribute them evenly among 

the players.

If the target player is hit, they 
must take a drink. If the hitter 

misses, they must take a drink.

Players must stay within the 
marked boundary during the 

game. If a player steps 
outside the boundary, they 

must take a drink.

The game ends when all the 
water balloons are used up or 
when players decide to stop 

playing.

The game continues with 
players taking turns as the 
hitter and targeting other 

players.

In variation 2, women who are 
participating may 

intentionally try to get hit by 
coming in the way of the 

balloons. If the hitter hits a 
woman, they must take a 

drink.

Decide which variation of the 
game will be played - either 

only women can hit (variation 
1) or anyone can hit, but not at 

women (variation 2).
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Alcohol Water Balloon

Visit - inacan.in

Variation 1 Variation 2

In this variation, only the women are 
allowed to throw the water balloons, and 
the men must only dodge.  
 
If a woman hits her target, the target must 
take a drink. However, if she misses, she 
must take a drink.

In this variation, anyone can be the hitter, 
but they cannot throw a water balloon at 
a woman.  
 
If the hitter hits a woman, they must take a 
drink.  
 
Women who are participating can 
intentionally try to get hit by coming in the 
way of the balloons to make the hitter 
take a drink.  
 
The hitter must be careful and ensure that 
they hit their target without hitting any 
women.


